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The EMPower Math curriculum was designed to help 
adult and adolescent learners study the mathematics 
needed to successfully manage math at home, at 
work, and in the community. With EMPower, students 
investigate mathematical dilemmas and puzzling 
problems set in engaging, real-world contexts. They 
work collaboratively and share ideas. Students think 
like mathematicians as they examine mathematical 
properties and common misconceptions to uncover 
multiple ways to solve problems.

Three updated EMPower Plus titles–Everyday 
Number Sense, Split It Up, and Using Benchmarks – 
help students build a strong foundation for algebraic 
thinking. This new edition of the EMPower Plus 
curriculum builds on the original series and includes 
new lessons, activities, and practice pages. The updated 
books emphasize the development of reasoning and 
operation sense, identifying patterns and formulating 
generalizations, and using benchmark numbers for 
making mental calculations—key foundational skills 
needed for success on high school equivalency tests, 
for higher education, and for the workplace. 

Adult math educators at TERC and McGraw-Hill 
Education enthusiastically present this series to help 
students develop strategies for making decisions in 
everyday life and master the math needed to achieve 
their educational and career goals!
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This Program Sampler includes:

• Sample lessons from each of the three new EMPower Plus units.
•  An overview and synopsis of mathematical concepts covered for each title  

in the full EMPower series.
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Dear Colleague: 

When adults take the courageous step to return to the classroom, they deserve a high 
quality experience, one that respects their styles, intuitions, and experiences as well 
as one that acknowledges the roles they play as community members, workers, and 
parents. When youth who have fallen behind trust themselves and their teachers and 
give math learning another try, it is essential that they experience math instruction 
that respects their intelligence. Mathematics learning should be about developing 
connections, about making sense of mathematics as a system rather than as piecemeal 
processes and facts. Students deserve and need the best mathematics education 
possible, one that enables them to accomplish personal, lifelong-learning, and career 
goals in an ever-changing world. 

EMPower Plus, like the original EMPower series, counters expectations of math 
class as a place for silent work to solve problems with one right answer. Learning 
with EMPower is different from the experience many of us had in traditional math 
classrooms. The differences are noticeable. 

• The emphasis is on making sense of mathematics. Students think critically about  
 the level of precision needed for different situations. 

• Students gain flexibility, fluency, and accuracy. 

• Students make and examine generalizations to support their understanding of the  
 structure of number and operations. 

• Students apply their number sense to explore everyday, algebraic, and geometric  
 applications.

• Classrooms are learning communities, where participants share strategies, justify  
 their reasoning, and interact with each other’s ideas.

• The teaching experience is different. Teachers question and prompt generalizations.  
 They uncover budding understandings and build from prior knowledge. This role  
 is supported by many elements of the Teacher Book, an essential component of the  
 EMPower program. 

• EMPower Plus follows the research on the development of mathematical thinking  
 to nurture mathematics learning. In addition, it aligns with updated emphases in  
 new standards and high school equivalency tests.

EMPower’s many contributors and its publisher invite you to join with teachers who 
wish to offer mathematically rich instruction that is personally relevant to students. 
We welcome teachers with varying levels of math background to join us in our 
ongoing endeavor to change the face of basic math teaching to a more active and 
empowering one for learners and teachers. You and your learners deserve the best! 

Sincerely, 

EMPower Plus Project Leaders

Donna Curry, Martha Merson, Myriam Steinback 
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This Sampler provides you with an overview of the EMPower curriculum, and gives you Student 
and Teacher materials for one lesson from the three EMPower Plus units. You will also find an  
in-depth description of each unit, as well as a detailed outline of the mathematical concepts 
covered in each unit and lesson. 
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Learning about numbers and operations needn’t produce a class of yawning faces 
or tense handgrips on pencils, as you will discover when students tackle the 
engaging problems presented in Everyday Number Sense. Problems involving travel 
distances, historical dates, temperature fluctuations, mortgage payments, shopping 
questions, calculator conundrums, and mathematical puzzles, allow students to build 
upon their own robus strategies for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. 
However, the problems presented also strengthen students’ number and operation 
sense by encouraging them to solve problems using mental math strategies such as 
estimating and adjusting, as well as grouping, visualizing, and decomposing numbers. 
These strategies expose the structure of the number system in ways that lead to 
‘algebrafying’ arithmetic and they help students more easily manage numbers. Along 
the way students see how mathematical tools—number lines, arrays, diagrams, and 
calculators—can ease mathematical problem solving.

Everyday Number Sense focuses on the whole number benchmarks of 1, 10, 100, 
and 1,000 in a variety of world-life situations where mental math, estimation, 
and calculator skills prove useful. Multiple strategies are key. The lessons guide 
students toward development of computational fluency, flexibility, and accuracy 
and an understanding of operation meanings. Students come to understand the 
relationship between addition and subtraction as they count and compare quantities, 
and to understand the multiplication and division relationship in terms of equal 
group problems. These unique lessons move students beyond the anxious world of 
remembered (or forgotten) algorithms and into the world of mathematical problem 
solving, reasoning, connecting, and communicating

Everyday Number Sense: Mental 
Math and Visual Models
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Mathematical Concepts Covered 
for Everyday Number Sense: 
Mental Math and Visual Models

Book Description: Students solve problems with whole numbers using mental math strategies with  
benchmarks of 10, 100, and 1000 . Number lines, arrays, and diagrams support conceptual understanding  
of number relationships and the four operations . 

Lesson Number: Lesson Name: Mathematical Concepts/Topics Covered

Opening the Unit Everyday Number 
Sense

•  Personal math experiences 

•  Mental math skills 

•  Fluency with visual models and symbolic expressions 

•  Number properties such as the commutative and  
distributive properties 

Lesson 1 Close Enough with 
Mental Math

•  Mental math strategies

•  The role of commutativity in addition of whole numbers

Lesson 2 Mental Math in the 
Checkout Line

•  Totals computed mentally by rounding and then  
adjusting

•  Mental math processes notated mathematically

•  Generalizations about equations 

Lesson 3 Traveling with 
Numbers

•  Numbers on a number line located, put in order, and 
operated on

•  Numbers rounded to the nearest 10 and 100

Lesson 4 Traveling in Time •  Mental math strategies explained with a number line

•  Mental math and number-line actions recorded with 
equations

•  Counting by 10’s and 1’s to solve addition and  
subtraction problems

•  Generalizations about how addition and subtraction 
behave in equations

Lesson 5 Meanings and 
Methods for 
Subtraction

•  Three models (or interpretations) for subtraction identi-
fied and used

•  Algorithms for addition and subtraction examined; why 
they work 

Lesson 6 Extending the Line •  Negative and positive numbers located on a number 
line

•  Difference between two numbers determined

Lesson 7 Ups and Downs  
with Addition

•  Visual models and symbolic notation to express  
addition with integers 

•  Patterns identified that occur when adding integers 
(e .g ., commutative and associative properties)
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Lesson 8 Taking Your

Winnings

•  Composition of numbers in terms of 10’s, 100’s, and 
1,000’s examined and identified

•  Parentheses in expanded notation 

•  Multiples of 10, 100, and 1,000 added and subtracted 
mentally

•  Mental calculations checked with calculators

Lesson 9 Patterns and Order •  Patterns for multiplying and dividing by 10, 100, 1,000 
identified

•  Order of operations

Lesson 10 Picture this •  Connections between arrangements of objects in 
groups and arrays and written expressions

•  Equivalent expressions 

Lesson 11 What’s the Story? •  Situations represented with pictures and mathematical 
equations

•  Problem-solving strategies illustrated with equations 
and pictures

•  Squares and square roots of perfect squares 

•  Multiplication with exponents 

Lesson 12 Deal Me In •  Verbal language and symbolic notation for division 
matched to a concrete model

•  Mental math strategies for division applied to situations 
calling for splitting dollar amounts over time periods

Lesson 13 String It Along •  Direct measurements and scale used to find number of 
groups of a given size in a total

•  Mathematical symbols to express the action of division

•  Division related to multiplication and factors 

Lesson 14 Making Do •  Units and precision for remainders 

•  Remainders written and understood as decimals, frac-
tions, and whole numbers

•  Paper-and-pencil division algorithms examined for why 
they work

•  Relationships among the four operations 

Closing the Unit Computer Lab •  Synthesis of the content 

•  Areas of strength and weakness assessed
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Fractions may be interpreted many ways. In Using Benchmarks, students focus on the 
concept of fractions as representations of part/whole relationships. This opens the door 
for them to compare fractional quantities and make useful estimations about the size 
of amounts in a wide array of real-world situations. Understanding of the benchmark 
fractions, 1/2, 1/4, 3/4 and 1/10, develops gradually as students count and draw 
objects and answer the ever recurring questions: “What’s the whole?” “What’s the 
part?” As they move flexibly between finding a fractional part of an amount, as well as 
finding the whole when the part or fraction is known, students learn to use drawings 
and objects to support their reasoning and communication with others. By using 
the fundamental, familiar tools called benchmark fractions, decimals, and percents, 
students gain the dexterity necessary to explore the larger world of rational numbers.

Connections between the benchmark fractions and their decimal and percent 
equivalents are reinforced continually, so that students acquire flexibility, as well as 
fluency, with the use of benchmark terms. In addition, they learn to consider the part 
counted and the part remaining as complements that make a whole, so 3/4 is first 
introduced as the part left over when 1/4 is used and 9/10 is seen as the remaining 
amount when 1/10 is taken. Through a well-sequenced series of accessible lessons, 
students encounter deep mathematical ideas related to rational numbers. Along the 
way, they cement an understanding of the crucial and frequently used benchmark 
fractions.

Using Benchmarks: Fractions 
and Operations
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Mathematical Concepts Covered 
for Using Benchmarks: Fractions 
and Operations

Book Description: Students use the fractions    
1
 _ 2  ,   

1
 _ 4  ,   

3
 _ 4  , and   

1
 _ 10  ; the decimals 0 .1, 0 .5, 0 .25, and 0 .75; and  

the percents 50%, 25%, 75%, 100%, and the multiples of 10% as benchmarks to describe and compare all 
part-whole relationships .

Lesson Number: Lesson Name: Mathematical Concepts/Topics Covered

Opening the Unit Using Benchmarks • Fractions   
1
 _ 2  ,   

1
 _ 4  , and   

3
 _ 4    

•  Halves as two equal parts of a whole 

•  Amounts compared to one-half

Lesson 1 More Than, Less 
Than, or Equal to 
One-Half

•  The part/whole relationship 

•  Fractional amounts compared to   
1
 _ 2  

•  Multiple representations for    
1
 _ 2   —decimal and percent

•  A ‘whole’ stated as a fraction

Lesson 2 Half of a Half •  Strategies for determining   
1
 _ 4  

•  Multiple representations for   
1
 _ 4   

•  Determining ¾ and one whole based on one-fourth 

Lesson 3 Three Out of Four •  Strategies for finding   
3
 _ 4   based on   

1
 _ 4   

•  Using multiple representations for   
3
 _ 4   

•  Multiplying and dividing to find   
3
 _ 4   

Lesson 4 Fraction Stations •  Fractions compared and described in relation to  
benchmarks for assessment purposes

Lesson 5 A Look at One-Eighth •  Strategies for finding   
1
 _ 8   of a given amount 

•  Less familiar fractions such as eighths and sixteenths 
related to halves and quarters

Lesson 6 Equal Measures •  The meaning and value of any rational number written 
in fraction form   

a
 _ b  , where b is not zero 

•  Equivalent fractions 

Lesson 7 Visualizing and 
Estimating Sums and 
Differences

•  Meanings of addition (combining) and subtraction (take 
away, difference, and missing part) to reason about  
fraction operations

•  Tools (e .g ., fraction strips, rulers, Pattern Blocks) to  
reason about combining fractions and finding  
differences .
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Lesson 8 Making Sensible 
Rules for Adding and 
Subtracting

•  Procedures for adding and subtracting fractions 

•  Procedures for simplifying fractions 

•  Procedures expressed in words and symbols 

Lesson 9 Methods for 
Multiplication with 
Fractions

•  Understanding of multiplication is demonstrated in  
various ways

•  Reliable methods for multiplication with fractions 

•  Mathematical properties (such as the commutative, 
associative, distributive, inverse, and identity properties) 
with fractions and whole numbers

Lesson 10 Fraction Division—
Splitting, Sharing, and 
Finding How Many 
___ in a ___?

•  Various ways to demonstrate understanding of division

•  Reasonable procedures for division of fractions 

•  Application of properties (such as the commutative, 
associative, distributive) to operations with fractions

Closing the Unit Closing the Unit: 
Benchmarks Revisited

•  Part-whole situations described with fractions

•  A variety of ways such as pictures and number lines are 
used to model part-whole situations and operations
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Split It Up: More Fractions, 
Decimals, and Percents

Introduced in Using Benchmarks, 10% becomes the launch and a central math concept 
throughout Split It Up. This unit expands students’ repertoire of fractions, decimals, 
and percents to include multiples of 10%, 1% or 1/100 and its multiples, as well 
as 1/8 and 1/3 and their multiples while maintaining the focus on fractions as 
representations of part/whole relationships and as models of the portion of an amount. 
Students puzzle over situations involving newspaper statistics, space allocations, taxes, 
material purchases, and nutrition labels, as they hone their rational-number mental 
math skills. The emphasis on mental math strategies allows students to reason about 
ways to combine and break apart amounts. For instance, they can regard 42% as the 
combination of four 10% amounts and two 1% amounts, or reason about 3/8 as 1/2 
(50%) less 1/8 (12.5%), arriving at 37.5%.

Continued use of diagrams, manipulatives, and other visual models works to support 
reasoning. Students determine portions and determine the whole given a part. They 
calculate the percent of increase or decrease of whole numbers, compare fraction, 
decimal and percent amounts to benchmarks, and consider which form—fraction, 
decimal, or percent—seems best to use when solving problems. In Split It Up. Students 
learn these skills in ways that continue to serve them well in the world beyond 
the classroom. They come to rely on reasoning, not memorization, when solving 
mathematical problems that involve fractions, decimals, and percents.
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Mathematical Concepts Covered 
for Split It Up: More Fractions, 
Decimals, and Percents

Book Description: Building upon their command of common benchmark fractions, students add 1/3’s, 1/8’s, 
and 1/100’s, and their decimal and percent equivalents, to their repertoire of part-whole relationships . 

Lesson Number: Lesson Name: Mathematical Concepts/Topics Covered

Opening the Unit Split It Up •  Fractions, decimals, and percents in everday print  
materials 

•  Problem solving with fractions and decimals and  
percents assessed

Lesson 1 One-Tenth •  One-tenth (and its multiples) related to benchmark  
fractions, particularly multiples of halves and thirds

•  Visual and numeric representations for one-tenth 

•  Strategies for finding one-tenth of a quantity

Lesson 2 More About  
One-Tenth

•  Representations equivalent to tenths 

•  The role of place and the decimal point in a number’s 
value 

Lesson 3 What Is Your Plan? •  Strategies to determine multiples of 10% of an amount 

•  The whole is equivalent to 100% 

•  Arrays of 50 and 100 as a visual for percents

•  Multiples of 10% and their equivalent fractions 

Lesson 4 One Percent of What? •  Strategies for finding 1% and its multiples of three- and 
four-digit numbers

•  Comparisons between 10% of an amount and 1% of 
another 

•  The effect of the size of the whole on the size of a  
percent 

Lesson 5 Taxes, Taxes, Taxes •  Multiples of 1% to find single-digit percentages

•  Multiples of 10% and 1% combined to find two-digit  
percentages

Lesson 6 Decimal Hundredths •  Visuals to show decimal place value in the tenths and 
the hundredths created

•  Fractions for decimal equivalents in the hundredths 

•  Zeroes in numbers as optional or mandatory to  
expressing a number’s value
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Lesson 7 Smaller and Smaller •  Relationships among thousandths, hundredths, tenths, 
and ones 

•  Expanded notation

•  Rounding decimals in the thousandths to the nearest 1, 
0 .1, and 0 .01

Lesson 8 Adding and 
Subtracting Decimals

•  Meanings for addition and subtraction operations with 
whole numbers and decimals 

•  Place value to judge the soundness of answers to  
addition and subtraction problems involving fractions, 
decimals, and percents

Lesson 9 Multiplying Decimals •  Multiplication with whole numbers connected to  
fractions, especially to multiplication with decimal  
numbers

•  Reliable methods for multiplication with decimal  
numbers 

•  Visual models and patterns for multiplication short-cuts 
with whole numbers and decimal numbers 

•  Properties of arithmetic (e .g ., commutative, distributive, 
associative) applicable to decimals

Lesson 10 Dividing Decimals •  Interpret division with decimals as splitting an amount or 
finding how many groups can “fit into” an amount

•  Matching verbal language and symbolic notation for  
division to a concrete model

•  Comparing and contrasting a/b with b/a 

Lesson 11 Apply Decimal 
Learning

•  Applying decimal operations and percents in real-life 
scenarios

Closing the Unit Put It Together •  Identifying areas for future instruction

•  Problem-solving involving fractions, decimals, and  
percents

•  Reviewing conceptual understanding of operations 
involving decimals
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Everyone has some experience with geometry and measurement. In this unit, students 
build upon their knowledge as they encounter increasingly complex dilemmas about 
the nature of shapes, the measures of perimeter, area, and volume, as well as linear-, 
square-, and cubic-unit measurements, both metric and U.S. customary. They learn to 
speak the language of geometry as they share secret designs and become increasingly 
familiar with shape attributes. Angles, and in particular right (90°) and straight angles 
(180˚) take center stage as students explore optimum reading angles and the use 
of protractors. They then proceed on a series of investigations regarding perimeter, 
area, and volume.  Along the way, they learn about similar shapes, scale, and units of 
measure. The unit closes with an examination of surface area and volume. Assessments 
involve general review as well as practical applications of knowledge where, for 
instance, students plan to re-decorate their classroom or are asked to design a box 
fitting established criteria.

With its heavy emphasis on hands-on activities and mathematical discourse, Over, 
Around, and Within offers a welcoming context in which students develop a firmly 
grounded understanding of the often mysterious – angle relationships, unit differences 
and conversions, and interplay of dimensions in determining perimeter, area, and 
volume measures. Gradual shifts in emphasis allow students to move from intuitive to 
formal methods of measuring and comparing shapes and objects. No one memorizes 
formulas. Everyone understands them. Students will never see the world and its 
objects in the same way after completing this unit.

Over, Around, and Within: 
Geometry and Measurement
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Mathematical Concepts Covered  
for Over, Around, and Within: 
Geometry and Measurement

Book Description: Students explore the features and measures of basic shapes. Perimeter and area of 
two-dimensional shapes and volume of rectangular solids provide the focus.

Lesson
Number:

Lesson Name: Mathematical Concepts/Topics Covered:

Opening 
the Unit

Geometry 
Groundwork

• Shapes identified and sketched
Angles introduced
Geometry vocabulary list started
Prior Geometry knowledge assessed

•
•

Lesson 1: Sharing Secret 
Designs

•

• Two-dimensional shape characteristics identifed
12 Basic Geometric Shapes identified and described•

•

•
•

Lesson 2: Get It Right Angles identified and described with conventional notation
Right angles introduced
Angle measurements estimated with 90° benchmark and 
determined precisely with protractors

•Lesson 3: Get it Straight
•

Straight (180°) angles explored
Sums of angles in triangles and rectangles established

•Lesson 5: Line Up by Size Area and perimeter distinguished

•Lesson 6: Combining 
Rectangles •

Rectangle area calculated in square centimeters
Composite shapes’ areas and perimeters compared

•Lesson 4: Giant-Size
•
•

Similar shapes identified and described
Length and width dimensions introduced and measured
Perimeters determined by adding

•Interim
Assessment 1

Shapes and Angles Attributes of shapes’ and angle measurements’ knowledge assessed

Lesson 7: Disappearing Grid
Lines

• Formulas for area and perimeter derived
Missing dimension values determined
Area of a right triangle calculated

•
•

Lesson 8: Conversion 
Experiences

• Standard English Units introduced
Linear unit conversions established•
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Lesson 9: Squarely in 
English

• Square units – square inches, feet, and yards constructed and 
connected with area measure
Square unit conversions established•

Interim
Assessment 2

A Fresh Look • Area, perimeter, measurements, and scale knowledge applied and 
assessed

Lesson 11: Filling the Room • Volume explored as capacity
Third dimension – height becomes apparent•

Lesson 10: Scale Down • Scale drawings made and steps for scaling analyzed

Lesson 12: Cheese Cubes, 
Anyone?

• Cubic inch introduced then used to measure volume
Volume formula derived•

Lesson 13: On the Surface • Surface area and volume compared
Surface area and shape relationship generalized•

Closing the 
Unit

Design a Box • Geometry and measurement knowledge applied and assessed
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Keeping Things in Proportion: 
Reasoning with Ratios

Proportional reasoning is an essential skill. Adults call upon this type of reasoning 
in everyday situations as well as in many areas of mathematics study. Traditionally, 
mathematics classes rush to cross-multiplication as the tool of choice for solving 
proportion problems. However, Keeping Things in Proportion begins by building on 
students’ intuitive knowledge and the multiplicative relationships that are at the 
heart of proportionality. The hands-on lessons in this unit connect the central ideas of 
proportion across the spectrum of mathematics. Students work with rates and ratios in 
shopping, graphic design, and sampling situations that draw upon data and geometry 
knowledge while laying the groundwork for algebra study.

As students progress from concrete experiences with ratios to more challenging 
situations, they develop a bank of tools and strategies to solve proportional problems, 
and to examine the relationships within and between ratios. Tools include the rule of 
equal fractions, tables, graphics, unit rates, and cross-multiplication. Always, students 
are asked to use two solution methods to arrive at an answer. Non-proportional 
situations are considered as well. To facilitate conceptual development, numbers start 
out ‘friendly’ and turn ‘messier’ as the unit progresses. The numbers, however, prove 
less daunting to students as they apply their secure knowledge about proportion. 
Formal proportional reasoning evolves over time, and the lessons in this unit ensure 
that students are able to make proportional predictions and adjustments using a 
variety of tools effectively.
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Mathematical Concepts Covered 
for Keeping Things in Proportion: 
Reasoning with Ratios

Lesson
Number:

Lesson N ame: M athemat ical C oncepts/ Topics C overed:

O pening
the U nit

Comparing and 
Predicting

• Additive and multiplicative ways to compare amounts demonstrated
Ability to solve proportional and non-proportional problems 
assessed
Experiences with rate, ratio, and proportion shared

•

•

Lesson 1: A Close Look at 
Supermarket Ads

•
•
•
•

Ratios in everyday consumer advertisements identified
Equal ratios determined and equality demonstrated with diagrams
Mathematical rule for establishing equal ratios developed
Problems solved using equal ratio diagram or mathematical rule

Ratios used to describe taste and visual comparisons
Ingredients adjusted so that proportions are correct

Lesson 2: It’s a Lot of Work! • Sample of work conducted and described over a period of time
Sample used to make a prediction for a larger amount by reasoning
with equal ratios

•

Lesson 3: Tasty Ratios * •
•

Lesson 4: Another Way to 
Say It

• Two amounts compared using alternate but equivalent methods
Percents as ratios used to compare the part to the whole amount
Whole numbers rounded to make comparisons more manageable

•
•

• Rectangular shapes that are similar to one another drawn and 
measured
Fractions of a centimeter expressed as decimals
Area and perimeter changes are contrasted when length and width
are doubled and halved

•
•

Mona Lisa, Is That 
You?

• Reproductions in various sizes judged by eye to determine if 
proportional to an original
Measurements used to determine whether reproductions are
proportional
Graph used as a tool to test for good reproductions (equal ratios)
Graph points connected with number pairs

Lesson 5:

Redesigning Your 
Calculator

•
•

•

Lesson 6:

Book Description: Students use various tools—objects, diagrams, tables, graphs, and equations—to 
understand proportional and non-proportional relationships.

* This lesson is available for free download at www.keypress.com/empower.

Checking In
•
•

•
Comparisons, predictions, and decisions made with ratios
Ratios in various formats written and interpreted

Interim
Assessment

Sets of equal ratios created
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Playing with the 
Numbers

Comparing Walks

•

Lesson 9 The Asian Tsunami • Proportional reasoning concepts applied to international currency 
conversion
Estimation used to predict for di�cult numbers in proportion 
problems
Exact (or nearly exact) answer determined for a missing number in 
proportion problem 

•

•

Percents used to make comparisons between data sets of di�erent 
sizes, some with very large numbers
1,000 used as a base for comparison between data sets of di�erent 
sizes

•
•

•
 •

• Speed described and quantified as relationship of distance and time
Strategy to find unit rate for a/b developed

Lesson 10:

Lesson 8

Lesson 7

As If It Were 100 •

•

Various tools used to address di�erent proportionality situations 
assessed
Comparisons, predictions, and decisions made with ratios

•

•

Closing the 
Unit

Reasoning with 
Ratios

Cross-product property introduced as another tool to check that 
two ratios are equal
True and false proportion equations examined
Estimation used to predict for more complicated numbers in 
proportions
Missing number in a proportion determined
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The world of data sparks to life for students when they engage with numerous 
high-interest, real-world data sets, and construct as well as interpret a variety 
of graphs. Using personal data about the clothes they wear, the foods they 
eat, and the hours they spend watching television as well as social data about 
amusement parks, weather trends, and stock prices, students work individually, 
in pairs and in groups to make frequency, bar, circle, and line graphs. Along 
the way, they explore graph elements, such as axes, scales, and slope direction. 
They also encounter three summarizing statistics—mode, mean and median.

Throughout the series of carefully crafted lessons, students hone their graph/
data interpretation skills and ability to connect the narrative story of a 
situation to its graphic display. They begin by making verbal statements about 
frequencies. As the lessons progress, they refine their observations. By the close 
of the unit, students are able to describe a graph or data set with benchmark 
fractions and percents as well as mean and/or median statistics. Concurrently, 
they develop the capacity to make reasoned arguments and decisions based on 
data. As well, they learn to question data and graphic representations.

Many Points Make A Point:  
Data and Graphs
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Mathematical Concepts Covered 
for Many Points Make a Point: 
Data and Graphs

Book Description: Students collect, organize, and represent data using frequency, bar, and circle graphs. 
They use line graphs to describe change over time. They use benchmark fractions and percents and the three 
measures of central tendency—mode, median, and mean—to describe sets of data. 

Lesson
Number:

Lesson Name: Mathematical Concepts/Topics Covered:

Opening 
the Unit

Many Points Make
a Point

• Assess familiarity with graph formats, features, and purposes
Graph terms•

•Lesson 1: Countries in Our
Closets •

•

Categorize and compare data with frequency graphs
Identify graph ‘story’
Change data display to see change in graph ‘story’

•Lesson 2: Most of Us Eat
•

Organize data for specific purposes
Describe data numerically with benchmark fractions and percents

•Lesson 3: Displaying Data in 
a New Way •

•

Bar and circle graph construction
Axes intervals
Bar and circle graph formats compared and contrasted

•Lesson 5: Sketch This
•

Line graphs sketched
Correlation of graph line shape and graph story over time

•Lesson 6: Roller-Coaster 
Rides •

Line graph construction and description
Points of change

•Lesson 7: A Mean Idea ‘Average’ (mean) defined and determined given all values or 
missing values

•Lesson 4: A Closer Look at 
Circle Graphs •

•

Parts and wholes in circle graphs
Benchmark percents to estimate circle graph portions
Circle Graph interpretation

•Midpoint 
Assessment

The Data Say Bar and circle graph knowledge assessed

Lesson 8: Mystery Cities • Multiple data lines
Scale variation impact
Graph and text alignment

•
•
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Lesson 9: Median • Median detemined with odd and even data sets
Data set determined from given median•

Lesson 10: Stock Prices • Tables connected to and generated from graphs
Scale generalizations•

Closing the 
Unit

Stock Picks • Application of graph knowledge for evaluations, recommendations,
problem solving and presentations
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This unit demystifies basic algebra, as students explore the meanings revealed by 
tables, graphs, verbal rules, and equations. By investigating patterns in their own 
lives, In-Out tables, banquet table and patio tile arrangements, calorie-burning tables, 
graphs, and equations, the relationship between diameter and circumference, pay and 
accumulated earnings, gas price increases, or cell phone use-cost patterns, students 
learn to connect algebraic representations with the linear (and occasionally non-
linear) patterns or functions they describe. They see that algebraic tools and symbols 
serve to describe and interpret a situation; the situation itself is always central. 
Early lessons introduce students to ways of ‘reading’ tables, graphs, and equations 
through construction of these representations. Graph, table, verbal rule, and equation 
conventions become familiar through varied and meaningful use.

Students gradually gain proficiency in representing situations graphically and 
symbolically then deepen their understanding, as they explore concepts and 
representational conventions related to rates of change. They come to recognize 
equivalent expressions and to compare expressions. Students grasp what a y-intercept, 
flat-line graph, straight- or curved-line graph, or a point of intersection reveal about 
situations. All of this learning occurs in a lively, practical way that takes the fear out of 
approaching algebra and replaces it with a sense of wonder and mastery.

Seeking Patterns, Building 
Rules: Algebraic Thinking
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Mathematical Concepts Covered  
for Seeking Patterns, Building  
Rules: Algebraic Thinking

Book Description: Students use a variety of representational tools—diagrams, words, tables, graphs, and 
equations—to understand linear patterns and functions. They connect the rate of change with the slope of a 
line and compare linear with nonlinear relationships. They also gain facility with and comprehension of 
basic algebraic notation.

Lesson
Number:

Lesson Name: Mathematical Concepts/Topics Covered:

Opening 
the Unit

Seeking Patterns,
Building Rules

• Personal patterns described and term ‘pattern’ explored for 
assessment purposes
Algebra vocabulary list initiated
Prior algebra knowledge assessed

•
•

Lesson 1: Guess My Rule • Patterns/relationships between two variables in a visual pattern
Expressing patterns in equation form•

Lesson 2: Banquet Tables • Tracking table data
Multiple representations of a situation to predict outcomes•

Lesson 3: Body at Work—
Tables and Rules

• Verbal and symbolic rule practice

Lesson 4: Body at Work—
Graphing the 
Information

• Graph features identified and compared
Graph generated from tables and/or equations•

Lesson 5: Body at Work—
Pushing It to the 
Max

• Graph construction and connections practiced
x-y relationships explored•

Lesson 6: Circle Patterns • Diameter and circumference relationship explored
Rule and formula application•

Midpoint 
Assessment

Using the Tools of
Algebra

• Production and interpretation of representations assessed
Symbolic notation use assessed•

Lesson 7: What Is the 
Message?

• Translating equations
Equivalent expressions
Coe�cients – meaning and representations

•
•
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Lesson 8: Job O�ers • Algebraic problem solving
• Point of intersection
• y-intercept

Lesson 9: Phone Plans • Features of graphs
• Matching representations
• Supporting decisions with mathematical information

Lesson 10: Signs of Change • Constant rate of change identified and compared in representations

Lesson 11: Rising Gas Prices • Linear and non-linear patterns/rates of change compared

Lesson 12: The Patio Project • Algebraic knowledge applied

Closing the 
Unit 

Putting It All 
Together

• Algebraic knowledge assessed
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